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URL Organizer 2 is a free and easy-to-use tool that allows you to store, organize,
manage, export and backup your Internet bookmarks. URL Organizer 2 allows you to
create, add and modify, URL collections and organize them by title, authors, date and

time, number of page views, popularity, number of bookmarks, add notes to each URL,
browse by URL collection, sort URL lists and edit URL titles. URL Organizer 2 also
includes an extensive built-in help file and an export module to export URLs lists to

various formats. You can organize your favorites either by name or using folders and/or
multiple URL collections. Organize your URLs by creating sub-folders and/or "data-

dictionary" type directories (named address, URL, newsgroup, etc) to store your URLs.
URL Organizer 2 supports three methods of importing/editing URL collections: either
by web browser, by Internet Explorer and by Netscape Navigator. You can search for
and open a URL in a different browser window. And if you are browsing from a web

site which uses a different protocol (HTTP, HTML, FTP, etc) you will be easily able to
switch between different web browsers. URL Organizer 2 also allows you to create

shortcuts to Internet Explorer, Netscape, and/or Opera programs which will launch a
web browser with just a single keystroke. You can create shortcuts to folders, to e-mail
addresses and to newsgroups. NOTE: The supported URLs import/export capabilities
may not be compatible with other versions of the same browsers. Merely because the
built-in help file and the export module provide many URL Organizer 2 features. This
means that in many cases you can learn how to use URL Organizer 2 without actually

having the capacity to use it. The user interface is easy to read and is divided into: - The
right side contains the main menu bar. At the top is the entry: 'URL Organizer 2'. Below
that are the 'URLs', 'Zones', 'Labeler' and 'Import/Export' tabs. - The left side contains

the 'Titles' tab. - The 'Folders' tab contains a list of your current folders with their names
at the top. - The 'Options' tab is used to modify the configuration of URL Organizer 2. -

The 'Tools' tab is used to access
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URL Organizer is an innovative, intuitive and highly-customizable application that will
help you to organize your url lists. Compact, fast, simple bookmark manager to store,

organize, annotate, copy and backup large and/or multiple collections of Internet
bookmarks/favorites and also shortcuts to programs, documents and folders. Three

clicks or free text search to find any URL. Powerful organizing tools. Import/export
tools for Internet Explorer, Netscape and Opera. Also imports AOL Favorite Places.

Support for multiple URL collections makes it ideal for family users and web
researchers (who'll also appreciate how easily it handles tens of thousands of URLs).

Support for multiple web browsers makes it ideal for web developers. Support for
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concurrent sharing of URL collections makes it ideal in a networked/corporate
environment. Here are some key features of "URL Organizer": ￭ URLs stored in a

3-level hierarchy so no URL is more than 3 mouse clicks away ￭ fast full-text search
facility ￭ instantly switch between URL collections of up to 10,000 URLs each ￭

instantly switch between web browsers ￭ readily share URL lists with other users ￭
loads in a snap and uses minimal disk space, memory and resources ￭ plenty of

keyboard shortcuts for extra speed ￭ Information stored ￭ Internet bookmarks/favorites
￭ e-mail addresses ￭ newsgroup addresses ￭ application, folder and document shortcuts
￭ unlimited space for notes on each URL ￭ site log-in names ￭ time of last opening a
URL ￭ Sophisticated organizing tools ￭ import and export favorites to/from Internet

Explorer ￭ import and export bookmarks to/from Netscape/Mozilla ￭ import and
export hot lists to/from Opera ￭ import AOL and CompuServe 2000 Favorite Places ￭
import Start Menu shortcuts ￭ fetch the URL open in any browser window ￭ quick and

easy to edit, re-order and re-group titles and URLs ￭ support for aliases (multiple
instances) of URLs ￭ support for separators/dividers ￭ automatic and manual backup of

URL collections ￭ copy URLs in a variety of text and HTML formats ￭ Highly-
configurable 09e8f5149f
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URL Organizer is a totally new Web bookmark manager with advanced organizing and
searching tools. It also adds organizing and backup tools for online e-mail, newsgroups,
and news readers. It also adds a simple built-in news and notes organizer with fast
importing and exporting to MS Word, Excel, RTF and PDF. URL Organizer uses a
simple, fast 3-level hierarchical structure to organize your bookmarks. URLs are stored
in a logical group and then within a group, in a 1-level folder. Using this structure, it's
very easy to find a particular item in your collection. This is one of the fastest
bookmarks programs available because it uses the treeview to display your bookmarks
and your favorite sites. The treeview is a 3-dimension list (as opposed to a flat list).
URL Organizer has the ability to import/export your bookmarks from and to Internet
Explorer, Netscape and Opera. This means it can be used to move your bookmarks
between versions of Internet Explorer, Netscape and Opera. It will even download the
bookmarks you export to a compatible browser. URL Organizer is a free program. It is
small, fast and effective. URL Organizer has been used by webmasters and web
researchers for years. It has been the reference and standard way to find out what's new
and popular on the web. URL Organizer has the following features: ￭ text search ￭
alphabetical list of sites ￭ section list of sites ￭ user-selectable 3-level hierarchical
structure ￭ Favorites/Bookmarks management ￭ Smart bookmark management ￭ 3+
GB memory ￭ multiple collections ￭ sort & copy buttons ￭ drag & drop ￭ hotkey
support ￭ automatic updates to bookmark lists ￭ e-mail and newsgroup address book ￭
import/export favorites to/from Internet Explorer ￭ import/export bookmarks to/from
Netscape ￭ import/export hot list to/from Netscape and Opera ￭ import/export
favorites and bookmarks to/from Opera ￭ Import/export AOL and CompuServe 2000
Favorite Places ￭ import/export Start Menu shortcuts ￭ option to download and/or
delete URLs ￭ option to backup all bookmarks ￭ option to backup

What's New In?

Fast, portable and highly customizable URL Organizer is a compact, intuitive and highly-
customizable application that will help you to organize your url lists. Compact, fast,
simple bookmark manager to store, organize, annotate, copy and backup large and/or
multiple collections of Internet bookmarks/favorites and also shortcuts to programs,
documents and folders. Three clicks or free text search to find any URL. Powerful
organizing tools. Import/export tools for Internet Explorer, Netscape and Opera. Also
imports AOL Favorite Places. Support for multiple URL collections makes it ideal for
family users and web researchers (who'll also appreciate how easily it handles tens of
thousands of URLs). Support for multiple web browsers makes it ideal for web
developers. Support for concurrent sharing of URL collections makes it ideal in a
networked/corporate environment. Here are some key features of "URL Organizer": ￭
URLs stored in a 3-level hierarchy so no URL is more than 3 mouse clicks away ￭ fast
full-text search facility ￭ instantly switch between URL collections of up to 10,000
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URLs each ￭ instantly switch between web browsers ￭ readily share URL lists with
other users ￭ loads in a snap and uses minimal disk space, memory and resources ￭
plenty of keyboard shortcuts for extra speed ￭ information stored ￭ Internet
bookmarks/favorites ￭ e-mail addresses ￭ newsgroup addresses ￭ application, folder
and document shortcuts ￭ unlimited space for notes on each URL ￭ site log-in names ￭
time of last opening a URL ￭ Sophisticated organizing tools ￭ import and export
favorites to/from Internet Explorer ￭ import and export bookmarks to/from
Netscape/Mozilla ￭ import and export hot lists to/from Opera ￭ import AOL and
CompuServe 2000 Favorite Places ￭ import Start Menu shortcuts ￭ fetch the URL open
in any browser window ￭ quick and easy to edit, re-order and re-group titles and URLs
￭ support for aliases (multiple instances) of URLs ￭ support for separators/dividers ￭
automatic and manual backup of URL collections ￭ copy URLs in a variety of text and
HTML formats �
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System Requirements For URL Organizer 2:

Mac OS X 10.9.0 or later 1 GHz processor 2 GB RAM 10 GB available hard disk space
1024×768 resolution display Input devices that include a trackpad or mouse A free
Comodo Firewall account Internet connection (optional) Intel Mac with video out
display connection Homebrew – Command Line Tool to Easily Install Apple's CLI
Tools The Homebrew tool is a command line tool for installing the latest development
versions of several of Apple's essential
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